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A lighter moment

Lisa and James Barber tickle J.J. while they wait for ultrasound results in the examination room at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario in Ottawa, Ont. on Nov. 14, 2018. This was one of the first
moments of respite that the family had, after a long day of running around. From blood work to different scans, the family had not stopped since 8 a.m. that freezing cold early-winter morning. In the
ultrasound exam room, the last of a battery of tests was conducted that day.

(Editor’s Note) - This year’s first- and
second-year photojournalism students
have been working hard to capture
images at the college, in the community
and across the country.
Whether it’s a tragic fire or a poignant

moment, our students have been taking
photos to tell their stories.
We asked first and second-year students to
submit some of their favourite photos from
their time at Loyalist. These are just a few
samples of the work they have been doing.
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Photo by Andrej Ivanov

Napanee Fire Emergency Services prepare to put out a car fire on Hwy. 401 near Napanee, Ont. Fire Services got a call around8 p.m. that a car was on fire. There were no injuries, said Fire Prevention
Officer Kevin Duncan. Aside from the usual rubber necking, the incident did not cause any further traffic issues. The cause of the car fire was not determined. “Car fires are almost impossible to determine because they burn so fast,” said Duncan. He added that they were at a good location to respond to the fire quickly, as the fire occurred between two exits. “There are lots of car fires on the 401,”
he said.

A resident of Tent City at an undisclosed
location in Kitchener, Ont. injects
alleged hydromorphone into his
jugular. The man is aided by another
resident, who holds up a tiny broken
vanity mirror, as well as a torch light.
Tent City was created to protest the lack
of affordable housing and safe injection sites in Kitchener, in the Waterloo
Region and worldwide.
Photo by Andrej Ivanov

Firefighters from three local fire departments work to put out a house fire at 1038 Salem Rd. just southwest of Ivanhoe. The residence were not at home, however, two pet dogs perished in the flames.
Photo by Sasha Sefter
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An estimated 800,000 people took part in the March for Our Lives event in Washington, D.C. The event, an attempt to raise awareness on and prevent future gun violence in schools,
was organized by students in the wake of a deadly high school shooting in Florida.
Photo by Sasha Sefter

A demonstrator flashed the middle finger at the Trump Tower during the March For Our Lives protest in
Washington D.C. An estimated 800,000 people showed up to rally for gun reform.
Photo by Matthew Botha

(Above) Trans Queen’s University student
“J” holds a sign reflecting her support
of Jordan Peterson’s right to free speech
at a protest organized by students and
faculty who contested Peterson’s
appearance at Grant Hall on the Queen’s
campus.
Photo by Frank Moses

(Left) A student holds a sign while
chanting ‘Doug Ford has got
to go!’ during rally to protest
the new cuts to both OSAP, and
tuition across Ontario.
Photo by Matthew Botha
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Mark Leonard has volunteered at Global Pet Foods every Sunday for the last three years through Fixed Fur Life. Fixed Fur Life is a non-profit organization that is dedicated to sterilizing and not
euthanizing animals since 2004. They work with many adoption centres in the Quinte area.
By Jessie Munro

(Above) Little Ray’s Reptile Zoo brought its showcase of animals to
Travelodge in Belleville. Staff member Sarah places a small lizard on her hand
for people to get a better look at it.
Photo by Debbie MacNevin

(Right) Two young folks dance in the centre square of Coxcatlán, Mexico. In
the small community, eight hours north of Mexico City, there are events in
the evenings. The small community has some problems with migration to the
major cities. The area is in the mountains.
Photo by Andrej Ivanov

(Right) Paul Renaud Jr. and his son Theo enjoy the 23rd annual Model Railroad
Show at Centennial Secondary School in Belleville.
Photo by Jessie Munro

(Below) Members of the Quinte Ballet School’s professional training program
execute a synchronized entrechat during the annual spring showcase performance in Belleville.
Photo by Sasha Sefter
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Antoine St-Onge Cloutier
looks out over the ocean
from the shorelines of Tofino, B.C. Cloutier works as a
resort manager in Jasper for
six months of the year,
earning enough to spend the
rest of his time travelling.
Photo by Matthew Botha

After a big snow storm in Belleville this past winter, a
youngster enjoying sliding at Riverside Park.
Photo by Gagendeep Sarangal

A group of youngsters battle it
out during a friendly doughnut
eating contest at the 9th
annual Merland Park shirtless
ice fishing derby.
Photo by Sasha Sefter

A child enjoys the simple pleasure of a bubble shower provided by a local busker in the courtyard
of El Duomo (the Dome) in the ancient city of Florence, Italy.
Photo by Frank Moses

Pedestrians walk through street near Toronto City Hall.
Photo by TaeHyeong Kim
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Josh Roberts, a Loyalist College varsity athlete and student taking the public relations post-grad program, collects basketball shoes. He has more then 35 shoes in his collection and 10 he bought this
year alone.
Photo by Caleb Seguin

(Above) Queen’s University student Evan Walter picked up a flare during St.
Patrick’s Day celebrations off campus in Kingston. The flare was launched into
the crowd, causing disarray.
Photo by Damon MacLean

(Right) Dave Henderson mentally prepares himself to hit the stage for a performance in Rumors, directed by Maija Thompson at the Pinnacle
Playhouse.
Photo by Caleb Seguin

Heather Barker takes a bow after the
preview performance of Rumors.
Photo by Caleb Seguin
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Master Kenzo Dozono
demonstrates a move during
Karate class at S.K.I. Belleville
Karate School. He is a
member of Karate Ontario and
the National Karate Association
of Canada.
Photo by Gagandeep Sarangal

(Above) Mikey came running when he happened to hear about free dental work on the radio. After
pulling out his aching molar two or three months ago, he managed to get out of the pain.
Photo by Brian Choi

(Left) Jacinta Obasohan, a second-year customs border services student, was elected by Loyalist
students to serve on the Board of Governors.
Photo by Brian Choi

Ben sits inside his makeshift
home in Poole’s Land, Tofino,
B.C. He lives there with his dog
Hozer. With high rent prices in
the town of Tofino, some people
have chosen to live in less
conventional places in order to
stay on the island. At $10 a day,
Poole’s Land, a self-proclaimed
‘eco village,’ has become a home
for budget travellers and hippies
from around the world.
Photo by Matthew Botha
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Bonnie Bryan sits at a bus stop in Toronto, finally taking a break after her first long walk since being out of the hospital in spring of 2016. After the death of her husband back in 2015,
Bryan has struggled with being in and out of the hospital. Bryan spent a whole year in and out of the hospital with different medical conditions.
Photo by Debbie MacNevin

Jet and his guide dog
Whiskey rest on the couch at
home in Belleville. Whiskey
helps Jet at home.
Photo by TaeHyeong Kim

Davin Daji is a shoe cobbler at Your Shoe Store & Repairs. He has been running this
family owned business for the past 10 years.
Photo by Caleb Seguin

(Above) Mackayla Bryan stands in the doorway of her old-fashioned farmhouse as she watches a
storm roll in. In July, when the storm happened, Bryan went out to watch it. Although scared, she
braced it with courage and enjoyed it.
Photo by Debbie MacNevin

(Right) Guissepe Marconi implores his wife to answer the door as he holds a bouquet of flowers
intended as a peace offering in Florence.
Photo by Frank Moses
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Adam’s afternoon at
A-School begins. The school is a
special program designed to
accommodate Adam’s
non-verbal autism as well as
encourage the development of
his own ways of communication,
which he does largely through
his art. Most importantly, the
program aims to teach him
learning methods and strategies
so that he will be equipped with
the necessary skills to
transition into the YMCA
Academy, a mainstream school
and eventually, possibly,
university. The A-school itself
is no more than a small, cozy
apartment on Spadina Road.
The walls are covered in various
pieces of art Adam created as
well as different schedules and
reminders that help keep him
organized. On Fridays, Adam
spends the class reflecting on
the week, talking about the
highlights and what he found
difficult or easy.
Photo by Sam Brown

Ontario-born Paul Laroche, 41, seen
here giving some change to recently homeless and self-confessed
drug addicts Jen Murphy and Brian
Orthard, is no stranger to the lack
of mental health understanding,
and he can sometimes be confrontational to those in authority. A
self-assessed “mercurial” with occasionally erratic behaviour, he also
finds surprising counter-balance,
consoled by an inner-friend in the
form of a
Scottish, split-personality named
Angus, who he openly admits to, but
adds is more-like an anger
management technique he has
learned. Angus, he says in an appropriated accent, is often the only one
capable of talking him down and off
the edge. Despite the sometimes
inhospitable nature of people,
Laroche also recognizes human
empathy when he sees it, always
expressing gratitude and offering
whatever he can find to reciprocate
outpourings of such kindness, in
kind.
Photo by Jonathan Matthie

(Above, left) Danny a.k.a. “Mad Dog,” a homeless man, eats a
meal at the Salvation Army Warm Room. Danny has provided
a mobile number, but as far as anyone knows in the photojournalism department, he’s always refused to give out his
full ‘real’ name or e-mail address. He asks instead, for people
who take pictures of him to e-mail them to his daughter
who, after connecting with her, turns out to be a call girl in
Toronto named Christina Louise Annesley. He says it’s really
just an annoying thing he does just to let her know he’s still
alive and kicking. Mad Dog is also a bicycle enthusiast, and
his vehicle of choice is always visible to onlookers as a result
of the pipe cleaners he colourfully wraps around the wheel
spokes.
Photo by Jonathan Matthie

(Above, right) An elderly woman moves food from her plate
into a ‘to-go’ container at the Salvation Army Warm Room.
Photo by Jonathan Matthie

(Left) Steve Campbell is 65, but has a heart of a young kid.
He is one of the three owners of Cool World, a hobby shop
that sells old comics, DVDs, records, toys and other hobby
collectables. Campbell runs the comic section of the store
and has collected over 100,000 comics since he turned 16.
Some of his most valuable collectables include the first
appearances of Marvel Comics characters Venom and
Deadpool, with a price just under $1,000 combined.
Campbell credits the recent surge of superhero movies for
revitalizing the comic book world. “Old, unknown character
comic books shoot up 20 to 30 times in value after their movies come out and make them popular,” says Campbell with a
smile.
Photo by Matthew Syriac Elias
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(Above) Sultan Al Sultan talks with his friend Nathan at Loyalist College. He
is Iraqi and came to the Canada in December 2016.
(Left) Terry Sprague, a naturalist and columnist, relaxes on a chesterfield at
his home in Demorestville.
Photos by TaeHyeong Kim

Rod MacIvor is a retired photojournalist who worked for United Press International and the Ottawa Citizen. MacIvor is famous for being the photographer of the Trudeau family for UPI during
Pierre Trudeau’s reign as prime minister of Canada. During this time, MacIvor collected a large number of photos of the family, including his most famous photograph named “Trudeau carrying
Justin under his arm,” which he has on the back of his business card.
Photo by Kyle Visser

Barry Birkett’s Canadian Pacific
locomotive train model has all
the bells and whistles,
including a rechargeable battery
pack and even a receiver for remote controller connectivity. He
bought this one brand new, and
‘weathered’ it himself. He notes
that by the time you install the
couplers, batteries and receiver,
it can easily cost upwards of $800
per locomotive.
Photo by Jonathan Matthie

Name

(Above) Al Hennessey and Hunter, his red fox lab, are the best of friends. “He’s like
my right arm,” Hennessey said. “He’s more than just a pet. He’s part of the family
really.”
Photo by Desirée Decoste

(Right) Andy Sparling plays trombone during the Remembrance Day ceremony
hosted in the Alumni Hall at Loyalist College.
Photo by Damon MacLean
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Photo by Matthew Syriac Elias

Anjana Menon performs “Vaarana Mohanae,” a dance composition praising the Hindu God Ganesha, the remover of all the obstacles who blesses all his devotees. Menon is a member of
AmudhaSri Dance School dance troupe, based out of Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. Run by Kalaimangai Anbalagan, the school specializes in Bhartanatyam dance form.

(From left) Emily Desrosiers and Mandy Vilneff pose together in a photo that expresses self-confidence
and self-love. Both girls have faced issues with insecurity in some form or another.
Photo by Debbie MacNevin

Rawan Youssef, a third-year film and television production student, casting
director and an actor, gets makeup applied before filming.
Photo by Jessie Munro

(Above) Amber Decoste cuddles her one and only rooster on her
sustainable living/hobby farm. Even though she slaughters all her own
animals, she shows them unconditional love until there last day.
Photo by Desirée Decoste

Left) Natacha Boulanger-Vinette feeds her son and daughter, Jude
Vinette, 2, and five-week-old Luna Vinette, at the Quinte Mall. “I believe
no one should be ashamed to breastfeed in public because a baby’s
hunger is much more important then other people’s opinions.”
Photo by Desirée Decoste
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Belleville Mayor Mitch Panciuk and Sikh students chatted after the students helped Panciuk experience turban wrapping.
Photo by Mari Hiramoto

(Above) Akashdeep Kaur and Sukhjeet Kaur are shown in their bedroom.
Photo by Mari Hiramoto

(Left) A Sikh religious event took place at Loyalist College. Balwinder Singh Randhawa
carries the Holy Book called Sri Guru Granth Sahib on his head while others follow his lead.
Photo by Gagandeep Sarangal

Abdullah, born Jordan Seifert, prays at the House of the
Commandments-Masjid UL Islam
in Trenton. Abdullah is a recent
convert to Islam, who after
years spent studying Abrahamic
religions, was attracted by the
spirituality, teachings and sense
of community he finds in the
Muslim faith.
Photo by Frank Moses
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Rachel Streekstra cheers after scoring
a point during the last volleyball home
game of the season for Loyalist Lancers
women’s volleyball team. The Lancers
beat the Georgian Grizzlies 3-1.
By Jessie Munro

The Loyalist Lancers
women’s volleyball team
played one of their best
sets of the year in the first
game and took a 25-20 win
to hold to an early lead.
With tough serves and
smart attacking, the home
team defended their court
well and didn’t allow the
Algonquin Thunder to go
on multi-point runs. The
Lancers went on to lose 3-1
to the Thunder.
Photo by Brian Choi

(Below) Rachel Cole of the Loyalist Lancers women’s soccer team prepares to take a free
kick against the St. Lawrence Vikings. The Lancers lost 2-0.
Photo by Matthew Syriac Elias

(Right) Loyalist Lancers players Rachelle Malette and Kierstyn Bennett celebrate after
placing third in the OCAA Women’s 7’s rugby tournament in Peterborough.
Photo by Sasha Sefter
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(Above) Isaac Hollinger was at Batawa Ski Hill for a recent event. Hollinger fell at the bottom of the hill
and his friends decided he needed a snow bath.
Photo by Desirée Decoste

The Belleville Curling Club was founded in 1958 and about 300 members are active today. Terry Lynch
was the organizer of the recent bonspiel at the club.
Photo by Brian Choi

Photo by TaeHyeong Kim

Cubans and Canadian disabled people start at the `Marathon of Hope’(Marathon de la Esperanza) in front of the national capital building in Havana, Cuba. The event is held to commemorate the spirit of Terry Fox, a Canadian athlete who ran across the country in support of cancer research. Some disabled people ran in advance of the race.

Dustin Brown roars out of a turn during the Family Day weekend at Stoco Lake in Tweed. In ice racing, two
smaller tires are nestled within a third, so that hundreds of two-inch ice screws can have a solid base to grip ice
at speeds often exceeding 100 km/h.
Photo by Frank Moses

(Above) Paul Svoboda stands in front of the Memorial Arena in
downtown Belleville. The arena has been closed since 2010 after failures
with the ice equipment inside. The city has been criticized for not doing
anything with the historic site since it was closed.
Photo by Kyle Visser

(Left) Lindsay Newbery is coach for both the Bay of Quinte Synchro team
and the pre-CanSkate and CanSkate events. CanSkate is for those who
want to learn or upgrade their skating.
Photo Desirée Decoste
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Akim Ruot of the
Loyalist Lancers
attempts to grab a
bounce from St.
Lawrence Vikings
player Mohamed
Omar in game action.
The Lancers came out
victorious, defeating
St. Lawrence 63-48.
Photo by Sam Brown

A Lancer reaches out for
the ball in game action.
Loyalist defeated their
rivals St. Lawrence
Vikings in a intense
match, 82-77.
Photo by Damon MacLean

(Above) A Fleming Knights player falls during game action. Loyalist Lancers
defeated the Fleming Knights 77-61 in men’s basketball.
Photo by Damon MacLean

(Left) Loyalist Lancer Rijien Viloria drives the net through St. Lawrence Viking
players. The Loyalist Lancers clashed with the St. Lawrence Vikings in
Kingston in the closing game of the regular season. Loyalist came out
victorious, beating St. Lawrence 63-48.
Photo by Sam Brown

(Below) Samuel Brett, 20, from Quinte West loves to collect hockey sticks. He
has played hockey since he could walk and he still has the first hockey stick he
was given by her grandmother.
Photo by Deepak Sharma

